
Highlights
1. High Speed Shifting: The remote controller has two-gear shifting modes. The speed can be shifted
between low and high. So it is suitable for green hand and professionals.
2. It is equipped with 2.4G remote control technique, 3D flipping special skill, six-axle gyroscope system
and headless mode, etc..
3. Headless Mode: You do not need to figure out the direction of the quadcopter in headless mode. It can
automatically work out the direction of the remote controller after it is shifted to the headless mode.
4. 3D Flipping: It can finish various difficult actions, such as up and down flipping, forward and afterward
flipping, left and right flipping, 360°flipping, etc..
5. Sensitive 2.4GHz Frequency-amplifying Technique: Its reaction is quicker with the 2.4GHz high-
frequency signal. The safe remote control distance can reach 100m.
6. Excellent anti-interference Performance: It supports the playing of multiple quadscopters with the
interference of each other.
7. Six-axle Gyroscope Controlling System: The inbuilt six-axle gyroscope system guarantees the balance
and stability of the quadscopter. The stable flying and hovering makes the quadscopter can better taking
photos or recoding videos in flying.
8. More Attractive in Night: Four LED lights are equipped at the bottom of the quadscopter. So it is more
attractive when it is flying in night.
9. Two Remote Controlling Manners: Remote controlling and controlling with APP are optional at your
reference.

Specifications
Product Name: 2.4G quadcopter
Product Size: 31.5x31.5x10.5cm
Package: carton box
Color Box Size: 53x9.5x30.5cm
Colors: white, black
Quadcopter Battery: 3.7V 550MAh Li-poly
Remote Controller Battery: 5*AA batteries(not included)
Charging Manner: USB
Charging Time: about 60min.
Flying Time: about 6.5min.
Remote Control Distance: about 70m
Functions: rising, landing down, forward, backward, left turning, right turning, 360° flipping, leftward flying,
rightward flying, headless mode, photo taking, video recording
Suitable Group: above 14 years
Material: eco-friendly plastics and electronics parts
Package Content
1*quadcopter
1*remote controller
4*anti-shock frame
1*screwdriver
2* spared fans
1* USB cable
4*landing mounts
1*user manual

http://www.sdrctoys.com/products/New-Arriving-2.4GHz-6-Axis-Gyro-4-Channel-RC-LEADING-MODEL-5.8G-FPV-Mini-RC-Quadcopter-With-720P-Cam.html#.V2z6jvkUWYU















